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 Detector-based standards

 Evaluation of field protocols and sensors

Inclusion of metrology community for traceability

Metrology facility Vendor or other facility

NPL characterizing 

Tuz Golu field 

spectrometers

NASA’s Laser-

based, 

detector-based 

calibration in 

collaboration 

with NIST



“Absolute” uncertainties < 0.3% in reflectance is leading 

to broader benefits

 TRUTHS (Traceable Radiometry Underpinning Terrestrial- and Helio-

Studies)

 CLARREO (Climate Absolute Radiance and Refractivity Observatory)

Push for climate-quality data 



CLARREO Solves the Climate Accuracy Challenge
 Climate Absolute 

Radiance & 

Refractivity 

Observatory

 Insufficient absolute 

accuracy remains 

an Achilles Heel for 

climate  change 

observations 

 Improved 

accuracy 

needed for

 Climate model 

testing

 Climate  model 

predictions of 

future change

 Societal policy 

decisions



RS Instrument

Benchmark reflectance from 

ratio of earth view to 

measurements of irradiance 

while viewing the sun

Offner system covering 320 to 

2300 nm with 500-m GIFOV and 

100-km swath width

Reflectance 

traceable to SI 

standards at an 

absolute 

uncertainty <0.3%

Lunar data provide 

calibration verification

Inetrcalibration plays a key role 

in developing climate record



 Measure trend in 

top-of-atmosphere 

reflectance at 

global scale

 Determine whether 

the trends are 
significant

 Single sensor is not 

capable of doing 

this so must have SI-

traceability

CLARREO absolute uncertainty

Courtesy B. Wielicki and CLARREO SDT



Instruments with high accuracy will help determine the 

causes and values of our uncertainties

How does CLARREO help reflectance-based?

Processing
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Knowing the truth allows us to decouple the atmosphere, 

surface, and sensors

 CLARREO and TRUTHS provide 

feedback on the accuracy of 

the radiative transfer codes

 Decouple atmospheric and 
surface BRDF effects

 Spectral nature of the data will 

allow evaluation of 

atmospheric 

parameterizations

 Well calibrated sensor on orbit 

will allow cross comparison of 

the sites
 Eventually could lead to the 

modelling of the test site

CLARREO and TRUTHS help get closer to ”truth”

Truth


